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Week 2: Core concepts

• What do prices do?

• Law of demand

• Supply curves and marginal cost

• Market clearing

Imagine you couldn’t price?

• Obviously there were human societies before 
prices!

• How do you decide what to produce (what to do 
with your labour time)?

• Who gets your output?

• What do you get to consume?

What are prices?
• A system of rules!

• Do you charge the same price for all units?

• Do some buyers get discounts?

• Before prices we just used non-price rules - often 
religious, plus other social institutions and rituals, 
sometimes militarily. 

• If prices are so good, why don’t we use them to 
coordinate military operations? Or within firms?

Two functions

• Price signals useful for planning and coordinating 
investment

• Rationing a relatively fixed supply (scarcity) 
amongst competing demands.

• Standard economics considers only the second 
function!

www.rba.gov.au/publications/bulletin/2010/jun/pdf/bu-0610-2.pdf
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Example

• Apple releases a new product. It becomes an 
instant hit and is expected to be in short supply for 
the next six months. 

• Should they temporarily increase the price to ration 
the supply to those who want it the most?

Kahneman Price gouging
• Unconscionable conduct (profiteering etc)

- the relative bargaining strength of the parties
- whether any conditions were imposed on the weaker 
party that were not reasonably necessary to protect the 
legitimate interests of the stronger party
- whether the weaker party could understand the 
documentation used
- the use of undue influence, pressure or unfair 
tactics by the stronger party
- the requirements of applicable industry codes
- the willingness of the stronger party to negotiate
- the extent to which the parties acted in good faith. 

And yet…

• Airlines routinely vary prices on seats over time to 
fill their scheduled flights. 
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https://cdn.cheapair.com/uploads/2014/01/CheapAir-2013-Domestic-AirFares2.jpg

We sort of like prices

• … but not when they are rationing as much as when 
they are signalling!

How to decide a price?

• For what purpose do you decide on prices in your 
organisation?

• Let’s see if there is a top 5

Law of demand

• One thing we know about prices! We call it a law.

• If you increase prices you sell less of a product

• Why does a person consume less?

• But not always. We call exceptions Giffen goods!

https://janav.files.wordpress.com/2013/10/totalmarginalutility1.png
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It’s a relationship!

• Demand: a relationship between price and quantity 
demanded (a curve, or schedule)

• Quantity demanded: a point on a demand curve

Price ($/kg) Quantity 
John Sue Tim Market

1 8 12 18 38
2 7 10 15 32
3 6 8 12 26
4 5 6 9 20

Movements

• Movement along the demand curve 

• Movement of demand
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Why does demand move?

• A change in tastes/preferences/fashions

• Change in population

• What else?

Jargon
• Substitute: Similar product.

High price of substitute increases demand for good

• Complement: A product that is jointly consumed.
High price complement decreases demand for good

• Normal: Product where demand increases when 
incomes rise

• Inferior: Product where demand decreases when 
incomes rise

More shifts in demand

• Change price of a substitute

• Change in price of a complement

• Change in income (and the product is normal)

• Change in income (and the product is inferior) 

Supply

• Horizontal summation of firm marginal cost curves 
in the short run. What is this!?
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Marginal cost
• Recall that marginal considers just the change of 

producing one more good.

Costs 
Quantity Total ($) Average ($/unit) Marginal ($/extra unit)

1 15 15.0
2 25 12.5 10
3 30 10.0 5
4 50 12.5 20

Price ($/unit)

Quantity (units)1 2 3 4

MC

ATC

http://www.zerohedge.com/sites/default/files/images/user3303/imageroot/2012/08-2/20120827_ironore1.png

http://eprinc.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/080212_1818_TheEconomic91.png

But how realistic is this?

• Quick survey: Who has upward sloping costs 
curves in their business? ATC and MC increasing?

• What is a more realistic market supply curve?
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60%

33%

Then what?
• We piece this together under the assumption that 

firms maximise short-run profits, ignoring all faults.

1. Fallacy of composition: downward-sloping 
individual demand curves don’t always make 
downward sloping market demand curves
2. Firms face declining marginal costs
3. Firms can maximise many things, not 
necessarily short-run profits

Short vs long run
• Short run: a period of time so short that some 

factor of production is fixed

• Long run: some time longer than that, so that all 
inputs to production are flexible (labour, capital etc). 

• Short-run helps this model work because consumer 
budgets are fixed, and firm fixed costs cannot be 
changed (no entry and exit of new firms)

• p255 of textbook. More 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z6_ZOcxRU6M

Distinctions
• Market supply curves really only shift in the long 

run (or from destruction of capital)

• Capital in economics is “stuff” - equipment, 
buildings, vehicles, etc. Not money.

• Demand curves can shift in the short run

• Demand is more elastic over longer periods of time

• Very fuzzy area in economics (short-cut thinking)

Profit maximisation
• Profits (shorthand is π) = total revenue - total cost

• π = (P x Qd) - (ATC x Qs)

• Choose P to clear market (so that Qd = Qs)

• Side note: To do that, take derivative of profit w.r.t. 
Q and solve for zero (ensuring second derivative is 
-ve)

• Q the achieves this occurs when MR = MC
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Golden rule of optimisation

• Continue to increase something while marginal 
revenue exceeds the marginal costs, until such time 
as the marginal revenue equals the marginal cost. 

• We talked about this last week - think at the 
margins!

Shut-down

D1

D2

D3

D4

• Australia’s major exports are coal and iron ore. How 
can we understand the market behaviour of these 
global markets in the past 6 years?

Which market?
• Supply-demand model applies to goods (production) 

markets, not asset markets or transfers

• Why? If price is rising (demand increasing) that 
increases your opportunity cost of selling (because 
you are selling an asset with a rising price). And 
vice-versa.

• Most economists gloss over this core point

• Also the idea of surplus can’t readily be applied


